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1 Introduction 

The development of levitation systems allows engineering students to better understand the concepts 

of Electromagnetism, Control Systems, Microelectronics, Power Electronics, Instrumentation and 

Numerical Analysis, besides allowing a first contact with the magnetic bearings area. 

The Laboratory of Applied Superconductivity (LASUP) developed a wide range of experiments based 

on three main levitation techniques: superconducting levitation (SML), electromagnetic levitation (EML) 

and electrodynamic levitation (EDL) [1-5]. These experiments have teaching purposes and combine 

simulation, theory, numerical analysis tools and experimental results. 

This work presents the development of two of these magnetic levitation experiments, the first one 

using the electrodynamic technique and the second one using the electromagnetic levitation technique. 

2 Electrodynamic Levitation System 

The electrodynamic levitation is based on Faraday’s Law that states that a time variant magnetic field 

on the neighborhood of a conductor material will induce an electromotive force that, on the other hand, 

will develop an electric current on the conductor. This current circulates on such a way that, by Lenz’s 

law, a magnetic field is established with the objective to cancel the magnetic flux variation on the 

material. 

Electrodynamic levitation experiments with teaching purposes are fairly widespread in the literature 

[6] and a lot of them have in common the supply of alternate currents on coils and turns. 

This experiment is based on reference [7] and consists on achieving magnetic levitation of conductor 

rings from the application of alternate voltage to a coil. The alternate magnetic field produces an 

electromotive force on the ring responsible to generate an alternate current that establishes a magnetic 

field that opposes to the first. The objective of this experiment is to obtain levitation of two metallic rings, 

the first one of aluminum and the other of copper, using the electric grid voltage of 127 V rms. 

The objective of this paper is to present two magnetic levitation experiments, which give 

a first didactic approach to the concepts necessary to understand magnetic bearings. 

On the first experiment, an electrodynamic levitation system with alternating current, 

capable of levitating metallic rings will be presented. 

On the second experiment, an electromagnetic levitation system, using a Hall effect 

sensor to measure the levitated object position – a ferromagnetic sphere combined with 

permanent magnets – will be described. 

These laboratory rigs demonstrate the importance of simulation tools and experimental 

work on the verification of theoretical concepts learned in Electrical/Electronic Engineering 

classes. 



2.1 Methodology 

With the coil and the rings, that can be seen in Fig. 1, a preliminary test with the objective to verify 

the system behavior was performed. On this test, a sinusoidal voltage of variable amplitude, maintaining 

the frequency of 60 Hz, was applied until the levitation of each ring. The result shows that the levitation 

of the aluminum ring and the copper ring begins when a 250 V rms voltage and a 450 V rms are applied 

to the coil, respectively. When the applied voltage was 450 V rms, the stable levitation height of 

aluminum ring and copper ring was 9.9 cm and 6.0 cm, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1: Electrodynamic levitation system and metallic rings: copper (left) and aluminum (right). 

 

The next step was the development of a reliable computational model that could be able to represent 

properly the electrodynamic system. This could be done with the finite element analysis package 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The software has an AC/DC simulation module that can perform analysis of 

electromagnetic systems in 1D, 2D and 3D. The electrodynamic system has axial symmetry, so a 2D 

Axis-symmetric model was developed on the software. Figure 2 presents the simulation package interface 

together with a finite element mesh of the simulated system. 

 

 
Figure 2: Finite element mesh generated by COMSOL Multiphysics and its interface. 

 

The simulations were performed on the following way: every ring was positioned on different heights 

and the result was the corresponding levitation force. The coil was supplied by a sinusoidal voltage of 450 

V rms and a frequency of 60 Hz. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3 for the aluminum ring and 

the copper ring compared with the experimental results. 

 



 
Figure 3: Simulation results for the aluminum ring (left) and the copper ring (right) compared with 

experimental results. 

 

The results presented in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the computational model was correct since, on the 

stable levitation height of each ring, the simulation and the experimental results are very close. With a 

reliable model, it was possible to make simulations with the desirable configuration. 

To achieve this objective, two kinds of simulations were developed, with a voltage of 127 V rms 

applied to the coil. The first kind performed simulations changing the parameters of the coil and the ring, 

like number of turns, cross section of the wire and dimensions of the ring. The second kind performed 

simulations changing the frequency of the sinusoidal voltage. 

This second one indicated that the frequency needed to be reduced from 60 Hz to 15 Hz. Figure 4 

presents the simulation results of the second solution for the aluminum and copper rings that represent a 

new configuration of the system compared with the simulation results of Fig. 3 (original configuration). 

 

 
Figure 4: Simulation results of the new configuration (127 V/15 Hz) compared with simulation results of 

the original configuration (450 V/60 Hz) for aluminum (left) and copper (right) ring. 

 

The simulation results show that the curves obtained for the original and new configurations intersect 

at the position of stable equilibrium of both rings. However, it was expected that the curves were 

superimposed over the entire range of levitation heights, since the ratio voltage (V) to frequency (f) 

remained approximately constant. The reason for this difference lies in the fact that the electromagnet 

comprises an inductive portion associated with a resistive part that is not negligible at low frequencies, 

like 15 Hz. Therefore, the levitation force does not have a direct relation with the ratio V/f at all levitation 

heights. The frequency change was realized using one phase of a 3 phase frequency inverter. 

3 Electromagnetic Levitation System 

Due to its interdisciplinary characteristic (involving subjects of control, electromagnetic theory, 

electronics, analogical and digital circuits, etc…), magnetic suspension experiments have a strong 

didactic appeal for engineering courses. 
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The system works following the logic: 

sensor measures the suspended object position and sends a voltage signal to the 
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the micro controller from the power electronics circuits, for safety reasons, 

output signal that is identical to its input signal. 
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where,  

B is the magnetic flux density produced by the electromagnet; 	
 is the magnetic permeability of air; � is the number of turns; � is the radius of electromagnet; � is the distance where the magnetic field is measured from electromagnet. 

 

The produced magnetic force above a magnet by an external magnetic field may be expressed as [17]: 
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where, �� is the magnetic force; ��� is the magnetic moment of the magnet. 

 

Replacing the first equation on second one, the following results: 
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��	
�². 

 

The system dynamics may be expressed by Newton’s second law as: 
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The system can be linearized around an equilibrium point (�
, �
), as demonstrated by Eq. (5): 
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with   
�" � ���
�� � ��$ ⁄   and �# � ���
 ) � � 4�
�� � ��+ ⁄ ,. 

 

Applying Laplace’s transform to equation (5), the system transfer function is represented by Eq (6): 
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As the system control is realized by the voltage applied to the solenoid, it’s possible to rewrite Eq. (6), 

knowing that ∆0�.� �  ∆1�.�/��2 � 3.�, being �2 and 3 the resistance and inductance of the solenoid, 

respectively. 
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Table 1 shows the values of equation 7 for the laboratory system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1: Transfer function parameter values. 

Parameter Description Value � (g) Mass of levitated object 17.0 �
 (mm) Equilibrium position -11.0 

�
 (mA) Equilibrium current 147.0 

�"  (N/A) Linearization constant 1.1 

�# (N/m) Linearization constant 33.9 �2 (Ω) Solenoid resistance 6.1 3 (mH) Solenoid inductance 38.3 

 

Replacing the parameters for their values, the transfer function is expressed by Eq. (8): 
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3.3 Lead controller design 

The system becomes unstable by the presence of the positive pole on the transfer function. To change 

this, a Lead controller was projected, as expressed in Eq. (9): 
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In Figure 6, the compensated system root locus is shown. 

 

 
Figure 6: Compensated system root locus. 

 

The gain K was determined experimentally to obtain a stable system. In this work, a digital Lead 

controller was used, obtained by equation (9) using the backward approximation, as expressed by 

equation (10). 
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where, B��� is the control signal; E��� is the feedback error signal; CD is the sampling period. 

 

In this project, the ADC conversion frequency was increased to decrease the sampling period and an 

internal interruption was used to keep the sampling time always with the same value. In Figures 7 and 8, 

the control code of the system is shown.  



 
The control code has three main

that are used. The second block shows 

therefore, reduce the total sampling period [18

Arduino’s counters to call an interruption every sampling period [19

Lead controller gain of 17.8 were used

Figure 7: Control code. 

has three main blocks. The first block is responsible to define the global variables 

sed. The second block shows the code part responsible to increase the ADC frequency and, 

the total sampling period [18]. The third block is responsible to configure one of 

uption every sampling period [19]. A sampling period of 21

were used. 

 

blocks. The first block is responsible to define the global variables 

to increase the ADC frequency and, 

]. The third block is responsible to configure one of 

sampling period of 212 µs and a 



Figure 8 presents the developed Lead controll
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feedback error and the control signal using the expression showed in
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4 Results 

When the coil of the electrodynamic

Hz, the values presented by computational simulation were

rings performed on this test. 

 

 

Figure 9: Levitation of the copper (left) and aluminum (right) ring using 
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were: to stabilize the system and to be able to change the 
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response. As expected, it was possible to observe an increasing or decreasing 

value changed. A picture of the electromagnetic system can be seen in Figure 10

 

Figure 8: Lead controller code. 

 

presents the developed Lead controller for this project. Initially, it reads the Hall 

analogRead function and convert for a range between 0 and 5 vots. After

feedback error and the control signal using the expression showed in Eq. (10) are calculated

, the PWM signal is generated and the values of u_ant and erro_ant variables are realized.

the coil of the electrodynamic system was supplied by a sinusoidal voltage of 127 V rms and 15 

by computational simulation were verified. Figure 9 shows the levitation of both 

Levitation of the copper (left) and aluminum (right) ring using 15 Hz and 127 V

system presented good results for a constant reference. The main controller goals 

were: to stabilize the system and to be able to change the gap, changing the reference and

. So the reference was changed, increasing or decreasing the original value, to evaluate the s

. As expected, it was possible to observe an increasing or decreasing gap when the reference 

electromagnetic system can be seen in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10

5 Conclusion 

The main objective of this work was 

could be used for teaching purpo

engineering courses were addressed

simulations, numerical analysis, programming and 

According to the results presented i

undergraduates to study magnetic bearings.
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